Boron nitride nanotubes (BNNTs), the one-dimensional member of the boron nitride nanostructure family, are generally accepted to be highly inert to oxidative treatments and can only be covalently modifi ed by highly reactive species. Conversely, it is discovered that the BNNTs can be chemically dispersed and their morphology modifi ed by a relatively mild method: simply sonicating the nanotubes in aqueous ammonia solution. The dispersed nanotubes are significantly corroded, with end-caps removed, tips sharpened, and walls thinned. The sonication treatment in aqueous ammonia solution also removes amorphous BN impurities and shortened BNNTs, resembling various oxidative treatments of carbon nanotubes. Importantly, the majority of BNNTs are at least partially longitudinally cut, or "unzipped". Entangled and freestanding BN nanoribbons (BNNRs), resulting from the unzipping, are found to be ∼5-20 nm in width and up to a few hundred nanometers in length. This is the fi rst chemical method to obtain BNNRs from BNNT unzipping. This method is not derived from known carbon nanotube unzipping strategies, but is unique to BNNTs because the use of aqueous ammonia solutions specifi cally targets the B-N bond network. This study may pave the way for convenient processing of BNNTs, previously thought to be highly inert, toward controlling their dispersion, purity, lengths, and electronic properties.
Introduction
Boron nitride nanotubes (BNNTs), analogous in geometry with carbon nanotubes (CNTs), have exceptional mechanical, thermal, and optical properties. [1] [2] [3] These properties make BNNTs promising materials for many applications, such as polymeric composites [ 4 ] and biological applications. [ 5 ] For example, BNNT-fi lled polymer composites are expected to have high mechanical strength and high thermal conductivity similar to those fi lled with CNTs, but in contrast are much lighter in color (usually white due to light scattering) and electrically insulating. [1] [2] [3] [4] These latter characteristics are attributed to the large bandgap (∼6 eV) of BNNTs due to the less delocalized and polarized B-N bond network. BNNTs are also known to be very resistant to thermal and wet oxidations as well as many other chemical modifi cations.
In stark contrast, oxidation of CNTs has been proven very convenient and fundamentally important to modify the nanotube structure and morphology via controlled corrosive effects. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] For example, in the early explorations of the chemical properties of multi-walled CNTs (MWCNTs), it was found that air oxidation could lead to end-cap opening of the tubes accompanied by the nanotube tip sharpening and the tube wall thinning. [ 6, 7 ] Sonicating singlewalled CNTs (SWCNTs) or MWCNTs in strong oxidative acids, such as the mixture of sulfuric and nitric acids, led to nanotube shortening. [8] [9] [10] [11] Recently, oxidation-related treatments have been employed to successfully unzip MWCNTs into graphene nanoribbons (GNRs). [12] [13] [14] For instance, Tour and co-workers extensively explored MWCNT unzipping using a potassium permanganate-sulfuric acid system. [ 12 ] Dai and co-workers sonicated partially air-oxidized MWCNTs in a polymer solution to obtain GNRs. [ 14 ] The equivalent corrosion and unzipping of BNNTs using chemical methods, however, has never been reported partially due to their strong resistance to oxidation and various chemical treatments. Compared to CNTs that usually start to decompose in air at 400-500 °C, BNNTs usually remain stable to nearly 800 °C. [ 15 ] Thermal oxidation of BNNTs could only be carried out above this temperature when signifi cant damage to the nanotubes might start to occur. [ 16a ] Wet oxidation of BNNTs under relatively harsh conditions were also reported, [ 16b ] in which hydrogen peroxide was used to react with the nanotubes at 120 °C for 24 h in an autoclave. Though BNNTs were found chemically active toward various Lewis bases, such as various amines and phosphines, [17] [18] [19] the attachments of these functional groups have been considered mostly ionic in nature and seldom impart changes to the BNNT atomic structure. Reports are also available detailing the covalent functionalization of BNNTs by targeting the residual tube surface amino groups produced under nitrogen-rich conditions. [ 20, 21 ] It was suggested that such functionalization was suffi cient to modify the bandgap of BNNTs. [ 22 ] Direct covalent modifi cation of B-N bond network was yet to be reported on BNNTs, but has very recently been achieved on boron nitride nanosheets (BNNSs), the planar relative of the nanotubes. [ 23, 24 ] Very reactive species such as nitrenes and oxygen radicals were used therein.
Only a handful of reports are currently available on cutting BNNTs in either circumferential (i.e., shortening) or longitudinal (i.e., unzipping) directions. For example, Zhi and coworkers pre-oxidized BNNTs at over 900 °C and sonicated the partially damaged nanotubes in solvents to obtain shortened tubes. [ 16a ] Yap and co-workers were able to shorten BNNTs with noncovalent functionalities simply by sonicating the soluble nanotubes in aqueous solution under ambient conditions. [ 25 ] The shortening was attributed to the high acoustic energy coupled with the individual dispersion of the nanotubes. Longitudinal unzipping of BNNTs yields boron nitride nanoribbons (BNNRs). The reported BNNT unzipping strategies include plasma etching [ 26 ] and the expansion of intercalated potassium. [ 27 ] These physical methods were fi rst demonstrated with the unzipping of CNTs [ 28, 29 ] and subsequently applied to BNNTs. However, the known chemical unzipping methods for CNTs often involve oxidation, [12] [13] [14] making them not directly applicable to BNNTs. To date, a chemical method that is specifi cally designed to achieve BNNT unzipping has yet to be reported.
In this article, it was demonstrated that the aqueous ammonia solution is an effective reagent to functionalize and disperse BNNTs with the assistance of low power sonication under ambient conditions. It is not suprising that ammonia, as a small Lewis base molecule, can be used for such purpose since similar chemistry is well known. [17] [18] [19] However, unexpectedly but more importantly, the nanotube structures were signifi cantly corroded. The observed corrosive effects included nanotube end-cap removal, tip sharpening, sidewall thinning, length shortening, and also partial or even full longitudinal unzipping. While BNNTs are inert to strong oxidative treatment conditions, their structural vulnerability to aqueous ammonia solutions opens up a pathway which may allow their convenient processing toward a variety of applications.
Results and Discussion

Pristine BNNTs
To date, techniques to grow BNNTs can be divided into two broad categories. [1] [2] [3] The fi rst category includes high temperature synthesis techniques, which involve vaporizing targets made of elemental boron or boron nitride, which reacts with nitrogen and condenses into BNNT solids. This method produces BNNTs with few defects and small numbers of walls but is limited to small batches (milligrams). [ 30, 31 ] The second category includes various low temperature synthesis methods, where the operating temperatures are typically between 600 and 1700 °C, well below the vaporization temperature of pure boron (over 4000 °C, depending on the applied pressure). These low temperature synthesis methods, including chemical vapor deposition (CVD), [ 32, 33 ] CNT substitution reaction, [ 34 ] or ball-milling, [ 35 ] are much more scalable and can routinely produce hundreds of milligrams to grams of BNNTs. Typical diameters of BNNTs from CVD and ball-milling are about an order of magnitude greater than those grown by high temperature synthesis method (∼50 nm vs. ∼5 nm). Furthermore, these nanotubes often have comparably somewhat more defective morphologies due to the lower synthesis temperature.
The as-prepared pristine BNNT used in this study was made by laser-induced pressurized vapor condensation, a high temperature synthesis method, using only boron and nitrogen resource without any catalysts. [ 30 ] The as-prepared pristine BNNTs consisted mostly of few-walled nanotubes that are of ∼2-10 nm in diameter. Single-walled and larger-diameter multiwalled nanotubes were also present but in lower amounts. These pristine nanotubes were long and heavily entangled ( Figure 1 a) , with the tube ends only occasionally visible under transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging. The best estimation of their length was from a few to tens of µm. At higher magnifi cation (Figure 1 b) , larger diameter BNNTs appear to separate from each other in the entangled structures while smaller diameter BNNTs tended to bundle more, similar to typical few-walled carbon nanotube (FWCNT) samples [ 36 ] but less extensive than SWCNTs. [ 8 ] Most BNNTs were highly crystalline and had straight wall structures with layer-layer distance of 0.33 nm (Figure 1 c-h). With high resolution imaging, atomic hexagonal crystalline structure of the BNNT surface could be readily observed ( Figure 1 e,f,h), allowing the classifi cation of the nanotube chirality as indicated in the schematic drawings in the insets of these fi gures. A majority of the BNNTs were found to be either zigzag ( θ = 30°; e.g. Figure 1 e and h right) or armchair (chiral angle θ = 0°; e.g. Figure 1 f and h left) nanotubes rather than chiral ones (0° < θ < 30°) according to the orientation of the hexagonal patterns. This result was consistent with previous reports. [1] [2] [3] [37] [38] [39] The surfaces of most BNNTs were covered with amorphous materials, which might be associated with amorphous BN fragments formed during the production. These amorphous BN impurities might be viewed to be equivalent to the amorphous carbons in as-produced CNT samples. [9] [10] [11] 
Aqueous Ammonia Solution for BNNT Modifi cation
The modifi cation of BNNTs with aqueous ammonia solution using bath sonication was a straightforward process. The as-produced nanotubes (5 mg) were added into an aqueous ammonia solution (0.3-10 wt%, 10 mL) in a round-bottomed fl ask and sonicated for a certain period of time (2-50 h). The initially greyish white-colored cotton-like hydrophobic nanotube solid Adv. Funct. Mater. 2014, 24, 4497-4506 gradually dissociated and became dispersed in the solution. Upon centrifugation, the supernatant containing ammoniamodifi ed BNNTs was collected as a milky yet transparent dispersion ( Figure 2 a inset, the vial on the right), similar to other functionalized BNNT [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] or BNNS dispersions [ 40 ] reported in the literature. Consistent with this appearance, the UV-vis optical absorption spectrum of the freshly obtained ammoniamodifi ed BNNT dispersion was a featureless curve with a low intensity tail extending into the visible region (Figure 2 a) . Because of the overwhelming absorption cutoff at <220 nm from the aqueous ammonia solution, the typical BN bandgap peak (often at ∼200 nm) for the ammonia-modifi ed BNNT sample could not be directly observed. However, the smooth featureless shape of the optical spectrum in the entire UV-visible range qualitatively indicated that there could be a broad distribution of bandgaps for the various BN species in the product due to chemical functionalization and corrosion (see next Section). Nevertheless, to monitor the progress of BNNT uptake in the dispersion during the treatment, we followed the sonication time-dependent evolution of the optical spectra of the supernatants separated from the reaction mixture, which were taken immediately after centrifugation. As shown in Figure 2 b, the absorbance value of the dispersion at 350 nm reached a plateau after ∼24 h of sonication, indicating the saturation of BNNT uptake in the dispersion under the given conditions. The use of aqueous ammonia solutions was proven critical to the signifi cant dispersion uptake (∼25 wt%) of BNNTs. In a control experiment, the pristine BNNTs were directly sonicated in deionized water under the same conditions. Our previous studies showed that water may directly exfoliate and disperse BNNSs due to the combination of solvent polarity effect and sonication-assisted hydrolysis of hexagonal BN. [ 41 ] Similarly, in this work, it was observed that the BNNTs, the rolled-up version of BNNS, could also be directly dispersed in water. However, the uptake of BNNTs in water was much less than in aqueous ammonia solutions. Although the weight balance for the waterbased uptake was too minute to be accurately measured, such a difference was visually implied for the as-prepared dispersions (Figure 2 a inset) by their appearances (much less milky for direct water dispersion for the vial on the left) and the intensity of Tyndall phenomenon in which the laser beam passed through the dispersions (much less bright for direct water dispersion). More quantitatively, assuming that the optical absorption in near-UV region (e.g. 350-400 nm) from ammonia is negligible and the BNNTs in both dispersions follow Lambert-Beer's law with similar extinction coeffi cients, the optical absorption spectra comparison (Figure 2 a) suggests that the concentration of ammonia-modifi ed BNNTs in 10% aqueous ammonia solution is roughly 8 times of the water-dispersed BNNTs. It has been established that the electron-defi cient boron atoms on BNNT surfaces are susceptible to the attack of Lewis bases such as amines. [17] [18] [19] As the smallest amine, ammonia should also be able to attach to the boron atoms via Lewis acidbase interactions. [ 42, 43 ] With high electron negativity of the nitrogen atom and small spatial molecular hindrance, there were abundant ammonia molecules attached to BNNTs, rendering the nanotubes with increased hydrophilicity and thus high dispersibility in water. In order to more quantitatively evaluate the amount of ammonia molecules attached, a BNNT sample treated with 10% aqueous ammonia solution for 24 h was carefully dried fi rst in a steady stream of nitrogen followed by in vacuum at ∼60 °C overnight. The dried sample was then subjected to thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) in air at a heating rate of 10 °C/min. As shown in Figure 3 , the weight loss of the ammonia-treated BNNT sample continuously progressed from temperatures below 100 °C to beyond 400 °C, indicating a wide distribution of adsorption strengths of ammonia functionalities. The total weight loss of the sample measured at 600 °C was ∼15.6 wt%, while the parent BNNT only showed a minor weight loss (∼3.8 wt%) at the same point. If such weight loss difference (∼12 wt%) could be all attributed to ammonia functionalities, the data was equivalent to approximately 1 ammonia molecule per 4 to 5 B-N bonds. However, this could be an overestimate as the resultant BNNTs could also contain some hydroxyl groups as a result from hydrolysis (see next section). The weight gain for both samples beyond 750 °C were typical for BN polymorphs due to their oxidation into B 2 O 3 . [ 15 ] Despite the abundant ammonia functionalities, the ammonia-modifi ed BNNT dispersions exhibited signifi cant agglomeration only after 1-2 days. It is likely that the small size of ammonia molecules were insuffi cient to prevent the inter-BNNT van der Waals interactions despite their strong attachment to the BNNT surfaces. As a result, the majority of characterizations were carried out on fresh samples.
Raman and FT-IR spectra were taken on the solid ammoniamodifi ed BNNT products by similarly evaporating the solvent from a freshly prepared dispersion. As shown in Figure 4 a, the Raman spectrum of an ammonia-modifi ed BNNT sample exhibited the typical E 2g peak at 1360 cm −1 , similar to that from the pristine BNNT sample. [1] [2] [3] The peak did appear somewhat broadened, perhaps a consequence from the signifi cant corrosive effects as discussed in the next section. The FT-IR spectrum of a similar sample (Figure 4 b) exhibited distinct typical B-N bond network peaks at 1383 and 812 cm −1 inherited from parent BNNTs, which correspond to the in-plane B-N transverse optical mode and the B-N-B out-of-plane bending vibrations, respectively. [1] [2] [3] 40, 44 ] The broad peak centered at ∼3300 cm −1 was likely from N-H stretching, which may be readily attributed to ammonia functionalities. A broad distribution of peaks appeared in the region of 1200-830 cm −1 (peaks at 1085, 1020, 945, 918, 781, 690 cm −1 ). Most peaks could be assigned to B-O vibrations of various neighboring bond confi gurations [ 45 ] as a result from the hydrolysis of the B-N bond network, which caused the signifi cant BNNT corrosion that is discussed in more detail in the next section. In addition, one or more of these peaks near 811 cm −1 (the B-N-B bending vibration of the nanotube), such as the peak at 781 cm −1 , might be attributed to similar vibration modes of B-N bonds between boron atoms and the functionalized ammonia species.
Corrosive Effects
Detailed TEM investigations on the ammonia-modifi ed BNNTs revealed signifi cant corrosion of these presumably inert nanotubes. Compared to the pristine BNNTs with highly crystalline sidewalls (Figure 1 ) and intact end-caps ( Figure 5 a-c) , the ammonia-modifi ed BNNTs, even with only 2 h sonication using 3% aqueous ammonia solution, showed signifi cant wall corrosion and thinning near the nanotube tip, an effect that might be referred to as "sharpening" (Figure 5 d,e ). The end-caps of some nanotubes were completely removed so that the tubes became open-ended (Figure 5 f) . The sharpening effect and the end-cap removal are likely a direct result of higher reaction susceptibility of the nanotube tip, where the joints of the fl attened B-N bond network (typically with four-or eight-membered rings for BN polymorphs) [ 1, 2 ] exhibits larger curvature and likely more structural strain and discontinuity. This effect is similar to what was observed for the oxidation and other covalent functionalization of CNTs, where the nanotube ends and tips (fi ve-or seven-membered rings are more common) were also reacted preferentially to the conjugated nanotube sidewall. [6] [7] [8] 46 ] The corrosion became even more extensive with either longer sonication time (3% for 8 h, Figure 5 g-i) or higher concentration of the aqueous ammonia solution (10% for 2 h, Figure 5 j-l). End-cap opening and even sidewall thinning became more common. For example, the sidewall of the BNNT in Figure 5 h was signifi cantly corroded, while the nanotube in Figure 5 i was left with mostly double-walled but only a short multi-walled ring attached to a small section of the external wall. In Figure 5 l, a bundle of three open-ended double-walled BNNTs happened to bend toward the viewer, resembling the earlier concept of "fullerene pipes" for open-ended CNTs. [ 8 ] In a recent report, gas-phase ammonia plasma was used to functionalize BNNTs, but no nanotube wall corrosion or end-cap removal was reported. [ 47 ] In the experiments reported herein, it is likely that the presence of both ammonia and water was critical to the corrosion of BNNTs under sonication conditions. Mechanistically, the observed corrosive effect can be viewed as a synergistic result from boron-ammonia (Lewis acid-base) interactions and sonication-induced hydrolysis of the B-N bond network. More specifi cally, as discussed in the previous section, ammonia molecules attach to BNNT surfaces more readily than larger Lewis base molecules (such as amine molecules with long lipophilic or hydrophilic chains) [17] [18] [19] due to the higher electronegativity and the almost negligible steric hindrance of ammonia. Therefore, the ionic attachments of a large number of ammonia molecules to the boron atoms on the nanotube surface could have signifi cantly weakened the strengths of the B-N bond network, making them much more susceptible to sonication-assisted hydrolysis. The hydrolysisinduced BNNT corrosion should have allowed the attachment of oxygen-containing functional groups (such as hydroxyl groups) to the boron atoms at the damaged sites, as indicated from the broad distribution of B-O vibration peaks in the fi ngerprint region of FT-IR spectrum (Figure 4 b) . Consistently, without the presence of ammonia, as in the case of the control experiment where only water was present, end cap removal or sidewall eroding/thinning was found to be much less even with much longer sonication time (although still present due to sonication/ hydrolysis). The use of sonication was also proven critical for the functionalization/corrosion to occur, since direct refl ux of BNNTs in the same concentrations of ammonia solutions was not even able to wet the entire cotton-like pristine solid. As also suggested from Figure 5 , after the treatment with aqueous ammonia solutions, many nanotube surfaces appeared "cleaner" with much less amorphous material-likely amorphous BN fragments-commonly seen on the pristine nanotubes. This is understandable since, if BNNTs are reactive under the experimental conditions, amorphous BN materials should be more so. This result indicated that using aqueous ammonia solutions under appropriate conditions might be useful in the purifi cation of as-produced BNNTs against amorphous BN impurities. Such characteristics of the corrosion effects of aqueous ammonia solutions on BNNTs resembles those of nitric acid (and other strong oxidative treatments) on CNTs. [ 10, 11 ] Both types of chemical treatments result in sharpening, end-cap removal, and sidewall thinning of the respective nanotubes, and are useful in the nanotube purifi cation by removing respective amorphous impurities from the nanotube surface. Different from the oxidative nature of the nitric acidbased CNT treatments, against which BNNTs are known to be inert, the key for the effi ciency of aqueous ammonia solutions on BNNTs lies in the combination of functionalization-induced B-N bond tempering and the sonication-assisted hydrolysis.
The corrosive effects were further accompanied by the circumferential cutting or shortening of the BNNTs, which is also similar to the oxidative acid-induced CNT shortening. [ 8 ] As shown in Figure 6 c, the modifi ed BNNTs in the centrifuged supernatant dispersion obtained after 24 h sonication in 10% aqueous ammonia solution (consisting of ∼25 wt% of total nanotube used) have an average length of 139 nm, in comparison to the starting entangled nanotubes which were approximately tens of µm long. More detailed investigations revealed that the BNNTs were shortened progressively with sonication time. For example, the average lengths of the dispersed nanotubes obtained from 2 and 8 h sonication in the same aqueous ammonia solution were 283 and 187 nm, respectively (Figure 6 a,b ). In addition, the concentration of the aqueous ammonia solution also affected the fi nal BNNT length. For example, sonication of pristine BNNTs in 3% aqueous ammonia solution for 24 h resulted in shortened nanotubes of 204 nm in average length.
Importantly, during the treatment with aqueous ammonia solutions, many BNNTs were also simultaneously longitudinally cut (or "unzipped"). Partially or fully unzipped nanotubes, the latter of which were essentially BNNRs, were observed in all aqueous ammonia solution-treated samples but absent in both the pristine BNNT sample and the control sample where only water was used in the sonication. Under lower magnifi cation TEM, the partially and fully unzipped nanotubes, because of their fl attened structure, exhibited larger width but much less contrast than the intact nanotubes of similar diameters. This contrast difference made the identifi cation of BNNRs and partially unzipped BNNTs possible even when these nanostructures were on the carbon support of the TEM grid where the image contrast was too poor to enable unambiguous HR-TEM identifi cation (vide infra). It should be noted that the starting BNNTs did contain a small fraction of BNNS impurities from production (Figure 1 a) . In comparison, the nanoribbons from unzipping exhibited higher aspect ratios and could thus be differentiated from the nanosheet impurities. For example, the arrows in Figure 6 unzipped BNNTs in samples sonicated in 10% aqueous ammonia solution for 2 and 8 h, respectively. Similar to the shortening effect discussed above, the extent of unzipping also depended upon the intensity of treatment. Longer sonication time and higher ammonia concentration led to more BNNRs or BNNTs with more unzipped extent. For example, with 24 h treatment of 10% aqueous ammonia solution, the majority (>80%) of the BNNTs in the supernatant dispersion, being shortened in length, were at least partially unzipped (Figure 6 c) . Figure 6 d highlights an area enriched with several BNNRs that were likely from full BNNT unzipping. A rough estimation of BNNRs from fully unzipped BNNTs consisted of about a few percent (<5%) of the total sample.
Under HR-TEM, a variety of morphologies for unzipped BNNTs were observed. Shown in Figure 7 a is a representative of a partially unzipped BNNT. The thick nanotube wall was partially peeled open, with fl at sheet exposed underneath. In Figures 7 b, a signifi cant part of the right side of the parent BNNT were removed, leaving a "half nanotube"-like BNNR that were positioned sideways toward the viewer. Unlike the starting BNNTs (Figure 1 ), this unzipped nanotube had only one set of parallel lines on one side, enough to allow the counting of the layer number (4 layers). Figure 7 c shows a top view of a 2-layer BNNR of ∼3.5 nm in width, which appeared to be a rather straight strip lying fl at but with partially folded edges at its bottom half in the viewing area.
Longer BNNRs tended to bend, suggesting their high fl exibility. As shown in Figures 7 d-f , each BNNR was bent and partially positioned vertically toward the viewer, allowing the direct imaging of each BNNR edge from a side-view (indicated by the arrows). The layer numbers for these BNNRs were counted to be 5, 5, and 4, respectively. The edges of the BNNRs highlighted with dashed lines in Figures 7 d  and e were relatively straight and without folding. Straight edge structures for BNNRs are known to be important for exploiting their theoretically predicted electronic properties. [ 40 ] Unfortunately, most of the BNNR edges observed in the current work were not well defi ned, likely due to the highly reactive reaction medium.
The fully dissociated BNNRs observed on the carbon support of the TEM grids (e.g. Figure 6 d) had lengths of up to a few hundred nm. However, these long BNNRs tended to stay with the carbon support and thus were not suitable for HR-TEM imaging. The BNNRs suitable for high-resolution imaging typically had "exposed" lengths (i.e., the identifi able lengths across the carbon support holes) up to ∼100 nm, with the rest of them entangled with other nanotubes or nanoribbons. The widths of most BNNRs were measured to be between ∼5-20 nm. Considering the edge folding and the various corrosive effects, such widths were consistent with the diameter range of parent BNNTs (∼2-10 nm).
It is also important to characterize the chirality of BNNRs (zigzag or armchair) since the two confi gurations have different electronic properties. [ 40, [48] [49] [50] These properties are strongly related to their edge states. However, as discussed above, the edges of most BNNRs in this work were not quite well defi ned. Alternatively, the hexagon patterns on the surfaces of some BNNRs could be readily identifi ed with available imaging resolution. By correlating these patterns with the length axis of the respective nanoribbons, the chirality information could be obtained. For example, as shown in the HR-TEM images in Figure 8 , the zigzag directions were parallel to the length axis, indicating they were both of zigzag confi gurations. Armchair confi gurations from partially unzipped BNNTs were also found in the sample (not shown); however, the currently available data is not statistically suffi cient to draw conclusions on the relative abundance of these two types. Nevertheless, thermodynamically, previous theoretical investigations have suggested that the bare zigzag edges of BNNRs are less stable than the armchair ones due to the existence of unpaired edge dangling bonds, and also have less stability as compared with the reconstructed edge made of 5-7-membered rings. [51] [52] [53] After passivation with hydrogen atoms, however, the relative stabilities of both zigzag and armchair BNNRs became comparable. [ 51, 52 ] In this work, the BNNRs with rough edge structures were heavily functionalized with abundant ammonia molecules, which could also impart different stabilities of these two types of ribbons. A more detailed theoretical investigation is underway.
Conclusion
We have discovered a convenient method to disperse and chemically modify the morphology of BNNTs by sonication in aqueous ammonia solutions. While BNNTs have always been considered inert and are in need of highly reactive species to be covalently modifi ed, the ammonia-modifi ed BNNTs were signifi cantly corroded and exhibited removed end-caps, sharpened ends, and thinned sidewalls, with the lengths much shortened compared to the starting nanotubes. These effects resemble the oxidative treatments of CNTs such as the use of nitric acid. With further optimization of the experimental conditions, this could lead to an effective purifi cation technique for BNNTs by removing amorphous BN fragments from production. Importantly, many BNNTs were also partially or fully longitudinally cut, resulting in unzipped nanotubes, or BNNRs, that exhibited various morphologies. The products in the current investigation thus contained a mixture of various BN species, including openended/shortened BNNTs, fully or partially unzipped BNNRs, and other BN fragments. The corrosion of the ammonia solution also made the longitudinal edges of the BNNRs rough, similar to the corroded ends of the shortened/opened BNNTs. Future studies are underway to decouple these various corrosive effects, for instance, to selectively obtain shortened BNNTs or unzipped BNNRs with more ordered edges via different controlled chemical processes. It would be also helpful to apply the same method to BNNTs prepared with other methods [32] [33] [34] [35] since those nanotubes are of somewhat different structural morphology which may render interesting results. 
Experimental Section
Materials : BNNTs were synthesized using the pressurized vapor condensation method with a CO 2 laser as described previously. [ 30, 31 ] Aqueous ammonia solution (ammonium hydroxide, 30 wt%, Certifi ed ACS Plus) was purchased from Fisher Chemical.
Measurements : TEM imaging was carried out using a Hitachi S-5200 fi eld-emission SEM system under the transmitted electron mode or a JEOL 2100 fi eld-emission TEM system. The latter was also used for imaging under high-resolution (HR-TEM). TEM specimens were prepared by placing one or a few drops of the dispersion of interest onto a holey carbon-coated copper grid followed by solvent evaporation. For specimen preparation, aqueous ammonia-modifi ed BNNT dispersions were directly used, while pristine BNNTs were dispersed in methanol. Optical absorbance spectra were obtained using a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 900 UV/ vis/NIR spectrometer. FT-IR spectra were obtained on a Thermo-Nicolet FT-IR 300 spectrometer equipped with a Thunderdome Swap-Top single refl ection attenuated total refl ectance (ATR) module. Raman spectroscopy was conducted using a Thermo-Nicolet-Almega dispersive Raman spectrometer with 785 nm excitation. TGA data was obtained at 10 °C/ min in air on a Netzsch TG 209 F1 Libra thermogravimetric analyzer.
Treatment of BNNTs with Aqueous Ammonia Solutions : In a typical procedure, a BNNT sample (5 mg) was sonicated in an aqueous ammonia solution (10%, 10 mL) for 24 h using a bath sonicator (Branson 2510, 40 kHz). The reaction fl ask was capped with a rubber stopper to avoid loss of volatile reagents. Upon completion of the sonication, the mixture was subjected to centrifugation at 4000 rpm (Eppendorf 5810R) to separate the supernatant dispersion from the residue. The supernatant was then collected as the ammonia-modifi ed BNNT dispersion. The concentration of the aqueous ammonia solution and the sonication time were both varied to obtain a series of ammonia-modifi ed BNNT samples. 
